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THE FUTURE OF BLOGGING
COMES TO PORTSMOUTH
The UK’s Largest WordPress Conference
comes to Portsmouth this summer.
WordCamp UK is the annual conference
for WordPress publishers, designers and
developers based in the United Kingdom.
It combines informal presentations with debate
and discussion on the latest developments in the
global WordPress community. It’s a weekend of
discourse, learning, networking and socialising.
WordPress is a state-of-the-art web publishing
platform with a focus on aesthetics, web
standards, and usability. Attendees include some
of the leading developers and users of WordPress
in the UK, including graphic designers, digital
content creators and bloggers.
Portsmouth University won the competition
to host the conference, previous venues have been
Birmingham, Cardiff and Manchester.
WordPress is the most widely used blogging
software in the World, over 32 million
people have downloaded it for free. It’s
used by governments, big business, newspapers,
presidents, celebrities, universities, SMEs and
hobbists across the world, including the UK. In
fact the UK is at the forefront of design and
development when it comes to to WordPress.
We have some of the best designers, coders,
strategists and developers amongst us.

WordPress is open source.
Why is this important?
It means it’s free. You can simply download it
and create you own site. It has everything you
need to start blogging, building a community or
promoting your business. The user base is vast,
and they’re always adding bits to it, making it do
much more than the basic version. It started as a
blog, now its used as an eCommerce platform, an
intranet, a magazine, a gallery and more. You will
have already seen and used websites that
have been created in WordPress.
Its uses are limited only by the imagination of
the millions that use it. What started when two
guys (a Brit and an American) decided to gift a
software project to the World has grown into one
of the most recognised communications and
technology brands across the whole internet.
It forms the foundation for many social media
programmes, complimenting and integrating with
Twitter, Flickr, Facebook and LinkedIn. It’s also
available for iPhone, iPad and Android.
Come and see why millions use WordPress to
build sophisticated websites at the University of
Portsmouth in July 2011.

WordCamp is organised by volunteers on a not for
profit basis.

Contact:

If you would like to feature this WordCamp in any
shape or form then please get in touch.

Email: tonys@tonyscott.org.uk

Event enquiries - Tony Scott
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THE FUTURE OF BLOGGING
COMES TO PORTSMOUTH
The UK’s Largest WordPress Conference
comes to Portsmouth this summer.
Possible story themes.
1. Something cool comes to Portsmouth

8. Masterclasses in online media

2. Cutting edge technology

9. How does OpenSource work?

3. Free world class software gives boost to
business

10. Meet the co-founder of WordPress

4. StartUps don’t need to spends tens of
thousands on a website, they can compete
online from day one.
5. Find out what the future holds for blogging
6. The future is bright, the future is free

11. Ever wanted your own website but was afraid
of the code?
12. Britain building the future online/Another thing
that the UK does well...
13. Portsmouth bid wins competition to host
largest WordPress UK conference

7. Easy ways for SMEs and Not for Profits to build
communities online.

14. Portsmouth’s blogging community

WordCamp is organised by volunteers on a not for
profit basis.

Contact:

If you would like to feature this WordCamp in any
shape or form then please get in touch.

Email: tonys@tonyscott.org.uk

Event enquiries - Tony Scott
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Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

THINKING DESIGN

for websites with big ideas

Helpful Technology

Microsponsors
John Adams
Todd Halfpenny
Manta 9

Steve Taylor
Unibet.com
Norman Wilson

dashaluna
Mike Little
Kieran O’Shea

This document will be updated throughout the ticketing process
WordCamp UK make efforts to maintain the accuracy of the information available in this document.
However, from time to time, errors and omissions may occur. While we regret these occurrences, we cannot
be held responsible for such errors and omissions.
Designed by Harrisment.co.uk
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